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Kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) for proton transfer (PT) in a polar environment in the nonadiabatic, i.e., tunneling,
regime was presented in the preceding paper (Kiefer, P. M.; Hynes, J. T,J. Phys. Chem. A2004, 108, 0000).
The present paper extends this work by comparing the electronically adiabatic (EAd) view of tunneling PT
reactions of that paper with electronically diabatic (EDi) tunneling PT descriptions. Compared to the EAd PT
description, the electronically diabatic character inherent in EDi PT produces smaller rate constants, larger
KIE magnitudes with a smaller variation with reaction asymmetry, and a smaller activation energy difference
EAD - EAH. Specifically, the EDi PT picture is characterized by a “nonadiabatic coupling” element that is
smaller and less sensitive to both H-bond motion and proton vibrational excitation than those for EAd PT.

1. Introduction

In the preceding paper,1 (hereafter called paper 1), a theoreti-
cal analysis for primary kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) was
presented for proton transfer (PT) reactions in a polar environ-
ment, for the nonadiabatic “tunneling” PT regime derived from
the basic formalism developed in ref 2. In this description, in
which a solvent coordinate is the reaction coordinate, there is
significant coupling between the proton donor-proton acceptor
mode (H-bond mode, cf. eq 1.1 of paper 11), also called a
“promoting” or “gating” mode,3-6 and the contribution of
excited proton vibrational states to the total PT rate constants
and KIEs is included.

In recent years there has been increased attention to tunneling
PT reactions.2-11 Coupling between H-bond dynamics and
tunneling rates has, for example, been implicated in a variety
of enzymatic3-5,8 and nonenzymatic7 reactions, where KIEs have
been used to characterize the H-bond dynamics. These experi-
mental results have often been analyzed using a picture for
proton tunneling9-11 which is related to that of refs 1 and 2;
the reaction coordinate is also an environmental rearrangement,
but there is the very important difference that weak electronic
resonance coupling is assumed between the reactant and product
equilibrium electronic configurations. We denote this alternate
perspective as “electronically diabatic” (EDi) PT, such that the
rate is proportional to the square of (a presumably small)
electronic coupling. This strongly contrasts with the PT picture
of refs 1 and 2, where the electronic structure adiabatically
changes from reactant to product; i.e., there is a large electronic
coupling, typical of bond-breaking and -making reactions. In
the EAd picture, the electronic distribution changes continu-
ously, whereas in EDi, the change is abrupt.

Arguments and evidence have been presented elsewhere1,2,12

that the electronic adiabatic description is the one appropriate

for PT (and H atom and hydride transfer) reactions, including
tunneling reactions;13 an electronically diabatic picture9-11 is
not appropriate.15 (So-called proton-coupled electron transfer
is a quite different reaction class, involving transfer of an
electron over larger distances, where different considerations
apply).16-18 However, as noted above, the EDi PT picture has
recently been applied to enzymatic and other systems,4b,9d and
the differences in predictions of the electronically adiabatic and
diabatic PT tunneling rates deserve clarification. One might
expect that the rate constants in the two perspectives only differ
by a constant (e.g., the square electronic coupling), but it will
be shown that this is not the case. In particular, variation of the
rate constants with, for example, temperature or reaction
asymmetry leads to distinctly different behavior.

In the present paper, we provide a numerical comparison and
discussion of the EDi PT perspective and the electronically
adiabatic (EAd) PT picture described in paper 1,1 focusing on
the unimolecular situation of PT within a hydrogen-bonded (H-
bonded) complex of an acid and base, e.g

Specifically, the magnitude of rate constants, KIEs, and effective
activation energies described in paper 11 for EAd PT are
compared with those of the EDi PT picture. Section 2 presents
the EDi PT formalism, including temperature and reaction
asymmetry dependence. Section 3 compares and contrasts the
KIE for both perspectives. Concluding remarks are offered in
section 4.

2. Electronically Diabatic ProtonTunneling Formalism

In this section, the general rate constant formalism is
presented for proton tunneling reactions, in which the electronic
structure diabatically changes from reactant to product. Here
we briefly review a limiting version of EDi PT9-11 and then
extend it to deal with contributions from excited proton states
and H-bond dynamics. In particular, an expression for the slope
in an Arrhenius plot is derived from this formalism, for later
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use in the KIE temperature analysis of section 3c. The present
derivation parallels the EAd PT formalism presented in paper
1,1 and thus it facilitates a direct quantitative comparison
between the two perspectives for PT.

2a. General Formalism.The rate expression for EDi PT is
given by the electron-transfer rate constant expression with a
Franck-Condon factor for proton reorganization.9,11 The rate
constant expression, including excitation in both thenRth
reactant andnPth product proton vibrational modes, is a sum
over all proton rearrangements

whereVe is the electronic resonance-coupling between donor
and acceptor,λ is the reorganization energy of the environment
(an electronically diabatic reorganization energy19). The reaction
barrier∆G̃nR,nP

q for each path is given by

and PnR is the equilibrium thermal occupation probability of
each reactant proton vibrational state.SnRnP is the square of the
overlap of the reactantønR and productønP proton wave functions

which is explicitly dependent on the displacementX of the
reactant and product wave functions, i.e., the tunneling distance.
For two displaced harmonic oscillators of equal frequencyω,
i.e., the frequency of the proton or deuteron vibrational mode,
the overlap factor is analytically known9

The expression in eq 2.4 is fornR g nP, and is symmetric upon
interchange ofnR and nP (i.e., for nP g nR, nR and nP are
interchanged in eq 2.4).

In the above, the proton donor-acceptor AB separation, i.e.,
the H-bond distance, which we denote byQ, (as in paper 11),
is held fixed.X is linearly related to the AB separationQ, asX
plus the classical A-H and H-B equilibrium separations of
the electronically diabatic reactant and product potentials:Q
) X + rAHeq + rHBeq. In the EDi treatment, aclassicalaverage
over H-bond motion is typically performed.9,11 Here we use a
harmonic mode for the H-bond vibrational mode with a
frequencyωQ, massmQ, and equilibrium AB separationQeq.
An average overQ motion is equivalent to averaging over
thermal fluctuations of the tunneling distanceX, with frequency
ωQ, massmQ, and equilibrium distanceXeq ) Qeq - rAHeq -
rHBeq.21 Anharmonic modes can be used for both the proton and
H-bond coordinates,9 but do not significantly alter the physical
picture or quantitative behavior for EDi PT. Since onlySnRnP

and Ve
2 depend onX, we consider the classical average over

the H-bond motion of their product

Here it is assumed that no H-bond mode reorganization occurs;
i.e., the H-bond frequency and equilibrium separation do not
significantly differ between reactant and product.22

The electronic resonance couplingVe depends exponentially
on the H-bond separation

whereRe is the inverse length scale of falloff ofVe, and is on
the order of20,23 1 Å-1. (Here we ignore any proton coordinate
dependence of the electronic coupling.23,24) TheX dependence
in proton wave function overlap eq 2.4 can be expanded in the
form

with coefficientscinRnP,25 so that the average in eq 2.5 is

In the integral in eq 2.8

where we have introduced two quantities

the exponentials can be combined to give a more readily
evaluated expression

whereY ) X - bXeq/(aL + b) andB ) (bXeq - 2Re)/(aL + b).
The definite integral in eq 2.12 has an analytical solution
(detailed in ref 26), which we denote as

such thatIi is simply

Combination of eqs 2.8 and 2.14 gives the final form of the
average

k )
Ve

2

p x π

λRT
∑
nR

PnR∑
nP

exp(-∆G̃nR,nP

q /RT)SnRnP
(2.1)
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where we have defined the extra contribution due to excited
proton vibrational states

The rate eq 2.1 is then

Note that the evaluation of integrals and sums has been localized
in fnR,nP, which serves as a weight for eachnR to nP transition.
It proves useful to extract thenR and nP dependence of
∆GnR,nP

q , (cf. eq A.5 of paper 11)

such that the electronically diabatic PT rate is

The decomposition of the activation free energy reaction barrier
in eq 2.18 into the ground state-to-ground state (0-0; the same
notation used in paper 11) free energy barriersthe first terms
and the addition due to excited statessthe second termsallows
for a facile identification of the rate enhancement due to excited
proton state reactions. Specifically,F̃L in eq 2.19 describes this
rate enhancement

(Here the assumption thatpω/RT.1 is used to simplifyPnR ≈
exp(-ânRpω)).

2b. Temperature Dependence.To obtain the temperature
dependence of the rate expression eq 2.19, we wish to transform
the rate constant into an Arrhenius formk ) A exp(-âEA), via
a procedure analogous to that in Appendix B of paper 1.1 The
motivation here is application to experimental rate constant data
measured in a limitedT range centered around a valueT ) To

(â ) âo; cf. eq 3.12 of paper 11), where the rate constant can
be written as

We seek an expression for the effective activation energyEA.
In the first step to derive this, the temperature dependence of
the natural logarithm of eq 2.19 is expanded aroundâ ) âo

(i.e., â ) âo + ∆â), keeping only linear terms in∆â, (cf. eqs
B.9-B.11 in paper 11), giving for isotope L

wherekL00 is the ground-state to ground-state rate forT ) To.
Note that the first two terms in the coefficient for the∆â term
are due to theT dependence ofb. (bo in eq 2.22 is evaluated at
T ) To.)

Next, the logarithm of the summation in eq 2.22 is expanded
in a Taylor series up to first order in∆â

where the extra effective activation energy due to excited proton
states is

The isotope-dependent rate constant can then be written as

where the ground-state to ground-state ratekL00 for T ) To is

Equation 2.25 is now in the desired Arrhenius form with the
activation energy identified as

which will be discussed in detail in section 3c in comparison
with its EAd PT counterpart.

3. Comparison between Electronically Adiabatic and
Diabatic Proton Transfer

The rate constants and KIEs of the EAd and EDi PT
perspectives will now be compared numerically, using param-
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eters for each perspective derived from the same PT system.
For this purpose, we employ the model system for the acid-
base PT used in our adiabatic PT studies:14,23,27a model H-bond
system immersed in a dielectric continuum solvent, with a static
dielectric constantεo ) 80. In particular, the electronic structure
of the H-bonded complex is a mixture of electronically diabatic,
valence bond (VB) states with diabatic dipole momentsµR and
µP for the reactant and product complexes. The vacuum nuclear
(Morse) potentials for the AH and HB VB states havepωP )
2900 cm-1 and a classical proton minimumqo ) 0.97 Å. A
large electronic resonance coupling, which mixes these reactant
and product VB states, is exponential in the H-bond dis-
tance2,9,11,20,23(cf. eq 2.6)

with Veo ) -19.2 kcal/mol(Qeq ) 2.95 Å,Xeq ) 1.0 Å) andRe

) 1.5 Å-1 chosen for the present system.14,20,23,27We stress
that this large electronic coupling value is appropriate for PT,
as discussed in the Introduction, such that the reaction is in fact
electronically adiabatic.20 Finally, the H-bond equilibrium
separation and frequency are chosen to ensure that PT is purely
tunneling (Qeq ) 2.95 Å, pωQ ) 300 cm-1, mQ ) 15 amu).

To further explore the differences between the two PT
perspectives, two systems with differing reaction asymmetry
and solvent reorganization energy will be used (system i,∆GRXN

) 0,ES ) 19 kcal/mol, andλ ) 22.4 kcal/mol; system ii,∆GRXN

) -5 kcal/mol,ES ) 9.7 kcal/mol, andλ ) 12.3 kcal/mol).28

Here λ is the electronically diabatic reorganization energy
introduced at eq 2.2, whileES is a reorganization energy
appropriate to the electronically adiabatic perspective in paper
1.1 In each case, the relevant reorganization energy is that of
the orientational polarization due to the change in dipole moment
between reactantµR and productµP. The EAd reorganization
energyES is defined, in a dielectric continuum solvent model,
as29 ES ≈ (1/2)K(µR - µP)2(∆cP

2)2, where K contains the
dependence on solvent polarity via the static and optical
dielectric constants:K ) 2MS(1/ε∞ - 1/εo). MS is a factor
dependent on the structure of the H-bond complex.∆cP

2 is the
difference, between the reactant and product, in the contributions
of the product valence bond state to the electronic structure. In
these terms, the EDiλ is then defined as the zero electronic
coupling limit19 of ES where∆cP

2 ) 1; λ ≈ (1/2)K(µR - µP)2.
λ thus exceedsES due to a larger change in electronic structure
between reactant and product inherent in an electronically
diabatic approach.14a

This last statement about electronic structure is in fact a quite
important and fundamental distinction between the two perspec-
tives, and we devote some extended discussion to it here.Thus,
in an electronically diabatic description for the example in eq
1.1, the charge distribution in the reactant state corresponds, at
each value of the proton and H-bond coordinatesq andQ to a
limiting AH ‚‚‚B neutral pair structure, with no admixture from
the product charge distribution, which would correspond to the
limiting A-‚‚‚HB+ charge distribution. By contrast, in the
electronically adiabatic perspective, the actual reactant charge
distribution has some admixture of the limiting product charge
distribution, and the actual product charge distribution has some
admixture of the limiting reactant charge distribution. Thus, the
electronically adiabatic reactant and product charge distributions
are closer to each other than are those in the diabatic picture,
i.e., the limiting structures referred to above. This key feature
has a pervasive influence for the difference in the EAd and EDi

perspectives. For example, Figure 1 presents the free energy
curves vs solvent coordinate for the proton ground state-to-
ground state (0-0) transition for both perspectives using the
same model system. The solvent coordinate∆E is the energetic
offset between the electronically diabatic states, which is
modulated by the surrounding solvent.30 The reactant and
product well curvature and separation in this figure are larger
for EDi PT compared with that for EAd PT, since the magnitude
of both of these is greater for a larger difference in reactant-
product charge distributions. The transition state (TS) in the
solvent coordinate for each perspective is at the respective
crossing between reactant and product wells, and at this TS the
proton is able to tunnel, due to the resonance between the
reactant and product proton vibrational levels. This basic feature
is shared by the two perspectives, but Figure 2, which displays
for each perspective the proton potentials at the fixed TS solvent
coordinate value, shows that the ease of tunneling will differ
considerably. The electronically diabatic proton wells have a
larger curvature and are farther apart than their adiabatic
counterparts, both of which are direct consequences of the larger
electronic structure difference between reactant and product.14,27

Figure 1. Ground- to ground- proton vibrational state free energy
curves vs the solvent reaction coordinate for a continuum dielectric
solvent model (εo ) 80,MS ) 0.7,µR ) 0, µP ) 6 D) for a symmetric
PT reaction,∆GRXN ) 0, for both the EAd (solid line) and EDi (dashed
line) PT perspectives. The reactant (R) and product (P) wells are
indicated, as well as the transition state (‡) or curve crossing region.
The H-bond mode is held fixed in this example atQ ) Qeq ) 2.95 Å.

Figure 2. Electronically adiabatic (solid line) and diabatic (dotted lines)
proton potentials at the transition state in the solvent coordinate: (a)
Q ) Qeq ) 2.95 Å; (b)Qeq ) 2.85 Å. Dashed lines indicate localized
proton vibrational levels in the reactant and product. See the text for
potential parameter details.

Ve ) Veo exp[-Re(Q - Qeq)] )
Veo exp[-Re(X - Xeq)] (3.1)
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Consequently, proton vibrational wave functions in the diabatic
potentials will clearly be more localized than in the adiabatic
wells. Hence, tunneling is more facile for EAd PT compared
with EDi PT. This key aspect forms the basis of many aspects
of our physical interpretation of the various results described
in the remainder of this section.

In the numerical comparison of the two perspectives to follow,
we will examine the EDi PT rates with the same large electronic
coupling. This might appear inconsistent, i.e., in applying the
EDi PT perspective with such coupling. However, this is the
only way that the two formulations can be compared and
corresponds, in our view, to the actual typical situation for
literature applications of EDi PT theory. While one might think
that the influence of the EDi assumption is limited to the
appearance of a constant prefactorVeo

2 in the rate, it will be
seen below that this is not the case, a feature that can already
be anticipated from Figures 1 and 2 and our discussion of them
above.

3a. EAd and EDi Rates and KIE Magnitude. We begin
the comparison with a brief presentation of each rate constant
expression and any additional parameters that enter each. For
EAd PT, we use the rate constant from paper 11 for the moderate
to highT range(pωQ/RT∼ 1 andpωQ/RT< 1), where explicit
expressions for theT dependence have been derived, (cf. eqs
3.13 and 3.14 of paper 11)

The reaction free energy barrier in eq 3.2 is that for the ground
state-to-ground-state transition (cf. eq 2.25 in paper 11)

and the factorFL contains the contributions to the rate from
excited proton vibrational state transitions (cf. eq 3.3 in paper
11). ERL is a quantum energy term associated with the tunneling
probability’s variation with theQ vibrational coordinate (cf. eq
2.7 of paper 11)

The factorsRL and CeqL are related to the proton (not the
electronic) couplingCL(Q) governing the tunneling probability
(cf. eq 2.4 in paper 11), which is exponential in the H-bond
separationQ:

where we have also written out the thermal average of the square
of the coupling, to which the rate constant is proportional.CeqL

is the value of the proton coupling for the 0-0 proton transition,
evaluated at the equilibrium valueQeq for the H-bond coordinate,
while RL is the spatial decay rate of the proton coupling with
respect toQ, and contains an important isotope mass dependence
RL ∝ xmL (ERL ∝ mL; cf. section 2b in paper 11). These factors
are determined using a model for the proton potential14 that is

derived from mixing two displaced Morse potentials with the
electronic coupling:RH ) 29 Å-1 and RD ) 41 Å-1, values
which are taken to be independent of transition (as determined
from numerical results).CeqL is determined via eq 2.21 in paper
1,1 where the proton coordinate frequencies in the reactant and
product wells and at the proton barrier top areωR ) ωP ) 2800
cm-1, ωq ) 2200 cm-1, with the proton barrierVq ) 27 kcal/
mol atQ ) Qeq.

The EDi PT rate constant including transfer between reactant
and product excited proton states is (cf. eq 2.19)

With the formalism for each perspective in hand, the
numerical results for eqs 3.2 and 3.6 can be compared. Table 1
displays the rate constants, the KIEkH/kD, and the effective
activation energiesEAL for each perspective for both systems
(i) and (ii). The EAL values were obtained numerically from
the slope of a lnk vs 1/RTplot (T ) 275-325 K). Most evident
from Table 1 are the drastic differences in rate constant and
KIE magnitudes, with larger rates for EAd PT and a larger KIE
for EDi PT. In addition,EAH andEAD are similar for EAd and
EDi PT, but the differenceEAD - EAH is ∼2-fold larger for
EAd PT. We first focus on the distinct differences in rate
constant and KIE magnitudes, with a discussion of the reaction
asymmetry dependence in section 3b, while a discussion of the
temperature dependence and isotopic difference in effective
activation energies is reserved for section 3c.

The rate expressions eqs 3.2 and 3.6 are qualitatively similar,
in a general way, with a solvent activation free energy, certain
prefactor terms, including the excited proton vibrational state
factors, and what we term “nonadiabatic coupling” elements
now to be made precise. We focus on these last factors for
comparison since the first two will turn out to be relatively
similar in magnitude. For quantitative comparison, portions of
eqs 3.2 and 3.6 are thus extracted to emphasize the thermal
average of the nonadiabatic coupling elements over H-bond
motion

We first establish that these coupling factorsKL,EAd andKL,EADi

contain a large portion of the differences in the two perspectives
for the rate constant and KIE magnitudes. First, the ratio of
KH,EAd andKH,EDi, is 54628, which is similar in magnitude to

kL,EAd )
CeqL

2(Qeq)

p
FLx π

(ES + ẼRL)RT
×

exp(2 ERL

pωQ
coth ((1/2)âpωQ)) exp[-

∆GL0,0
q

RT ] (3.2)

∆GL0,0
q )

(∆GRXN + ES + ERL)2

4(ES + ẼRL)
(3.3)

ERL ) p2RL
2/2mQ;

ẼRL ) ERL(1/2)âpωQ coth ((1/2)âpωQ) (3.4)

CL(Q) ) CeqL exp[-RL(Q - Qeq)];

〈CL
2〉 ) CL

2(Qeq) exp[2ERL coth (âpωQ/2)/pωQ] (3.5)

TABLE 1: Rate Characteristics Comparisons for EAd and
EDi Perspectives

kH

(s-1)
kD

(s-1) KIE
EAH

(kcal/mol)
EAD - EAH

(kcal/mol)

EAd PT (i) 1.98E+04 2.54E+03 7.8 9.4 7.3
EAd PT (ii) 3.56E+07 6.47E+06 5.5 5.5 7.2
EDi PT (i) 0.215 1.55E-04 1386 11.1 3.7
EDi PT (ii) 57 0.485 1193 6.7 3.7

kL,EDi ≈
Veo

2

p
F̃L x π

λRTx b
aL + b

×

exp[-
aLbXeq

2

2(aL + b)
+

2Re(Re + XeqaL)

aL + b ] exp[-
∆G̃00

q

RT ] (3.6)

kL,EDi ∝ 〈Ve
2S00〉 )

Veo
2x b

aL + b
exp[-

aLbXeq
2

2(aL + b)
+

2Re(Re + XeqaL)

aL + b ] )

KL,EDi (3.7)

kL,EAd ∝ 〈CL
2〉 ) CeqL

2 exp(2ERL coth ((1/2)âpωQ)/pωQ) )
KL,EAd (3.8)
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the ratio of the rate constantkH for the two perspectives,kH,EAd/
kH,EDi ) 92093 for system i. Furthermore, the H vs D ratio for
KL,EDi in eq 3.7,KH,EDi/KD,EDi ) 1659, is quantitatively similar
to e.g. KIEEDi ) 1386 for system (i). Finally, the H vs D ratio
for KL,EAd in eq 3.8,KH,EAd/KD,EAd ) 5.6, is also quantitatively
similar to the corresponding KIE, KIEEAd ) 7.8 for system i,
which is much smaller than KIEEDi. Clearly, the respective
nonadiabatic coupling factorsK in eqs 3.7 and 3.8 quantitatively
capture most of the drastic rate constant and KIE disparities
between the two perspectives.

The disparity in the rate constantkH pointed out above in
which the EAd rate far exceeds the EDi rate arises despite the
presence of a large electronic coupling element in the EDi eq
3.7 (which, with all other things being equal, would give a large
prefactor for the EDi rate compared to the EAd rate). Further-
more, this factor cancels out in KIEEDi, and so cannot be
responsible for the very large discrepancy in the KIEs for the
two perspectives. The primary reason for the large differences
in the two perspectives lies in the proton contribution to the
coupling prefactors; forKL,EDi, this contribution is a Franck-
Condon overlap of proton wave functions localized in reactant
and product electronically diabatic potentials, which contrasts
with KL,EAd which derives from a proton resonance vibrational
splitting on an electronically adiabatic surface. As we have
already anticipated in the introduction of this Section in
connection with Figure 2, the overlap of proton wave functions
localized in the R and P proton wells will be larger for the
electronically adiabatic surface than for the diabatic one, and
tunneling will be easier in the adiabatic perspective. Because
of this same feature, the greater difficulty in tunneling for the
diabatic perspective, with its larger separation between the R
and P wells, makes the rate constant more sensitive to isotopic
substitution of D for H, resulting in a larger KIE.

3b. Kinetic Isotope Variation with Reaction Asymmetry.
To further expand on the difference in KIE magnitude between
the two perspectives, we now consider the KIE variation with
reaction asymmetry. Figure 3 displays the KIE vs∆GRXN

behavior for system i in both perspectives. Also shown is the
KIE behavior including only the ground proton level 0-0
transition contributions to the rates. As discussed in paper 1,1

the 0-0 KIE behavior for EAd PT falls off with increased

reaction asymmetry due to the increased probability of excita-
tions in the H-bond mode with increasing reaction asymmetry31s
this is in stark contrast to the KIE behavior with EDi PT, where
the 0-0 KIE is constant. For the total EAd rate, an additional
falloff occurs due to the increased contributions from excited
proton vibrational states with increasing reaction asymmetry (the
FL factor in eq 3.2); Figure 3 shows that the KIE falloff for
EAd PT is larger and of a somewhat different shape than for
EDi PT.

We can expand on these observations by examining the KIE
expression for EDi PT, H vs D, derived from the isotopic ratio
of eq 3.6

in which the isotope-dependent quantities have been indicated.
The ratio F̃H/F̃D of rate enhancements explicitly carries the
dependence on excited states, while the exponential terms are
due to the classical thermal averaging of the H-bond mode over
the H-bond separation and electronic coupling. The KIE reaction
asymmetry dependence here arises solely from the enhancement
ratio F̃H/F̃D, and it is only when excited proton vibrational levels
are added that the KIE falls off with increased reaction
asymmetry, whereas for the EAd PT of paper 1,1 excitation of
the H-bond vibrations contribute as well; this is the reason for
the strong qualitative difference of the 0-0 contribution to the
KIE in Figure 3. As noted earlier, the EDi perspective treatments
describe the H-bond classically,9-11 (although this is an issue
logically distinct from the assumption of weak electronic
coupling), while the EAd perspective has explicitly treated the
H-bond mode quantum mechanically, with the consequence that
the rate constant eq 3.2 (cf. eqs 2.10 and 2.11 in paper 11)
explicitly contains an isotope-dependent quantum localization
term ERL into the state-to-state free energy relationship (FER)
connecting the reaction free energy barrier and the reaction
asymmetry. This contrasts with the state -to-state FER for EDi
PT which is isotope-independent(cf. eq 2.2). The lack of
quantum H-bond treatment by EDi PT gives a decreased KIE
variation with reaction asymmetry, only a factor of∼2 in Figure
3, compared to the factor of∼4 effect for EAd PT.22

3c. Effective Activation Energies.We next examine the
isotope-dependent temperature dependence of the rate constants
focusing on the effective activation energiesEAL for both
perspectives. We first deal with the general features for both
isotopes, for which Table 1 shows thatEAH is smaller by about
1-1.5 kcal/mol for the EAd description, depending on the
system. We then focus on the differences between isotopes, and
in particular, on the∼2-fold difference in Table 1 forEAD -
EAH between the two perspectives (which is the same for the
two systems).

3c.1. Individual Effective Activation Energies and their
Components.The effective activation energy for the EAd rate
eq 3.2 is (cf. eq 3.14 in paper 11)

where the first term is the activation energy contribution arising
from the thermal average of the square proton coupling〈C2〉
over the H-bond vibration (cf. eq 2.16 of paper 11), reflecting
the T dependence of theQ vibration

Figure 3. Kinetic isotope effectkH/kD vs the reaction asymmetry∆GRXN

for system i for EAd PT(a) and EDi PT (b). Both the 0-0 proton
transition KIE (dotted lines) and total rate KIE (solid lines) are
displayed.

kH,EDi

kD,EDi
≈ F̃H

F̃D xaD + b

aH + b
exp[-

bXeq
2

2 ( aH

aH + b
-

aD

aD + b) +

2Re(Re + aHXeq

aH + b
-

Re + aDXeq

aD + b )] (3.9)

EAL,EAd ) EAQ,EAd + ∆GL0,0
q + 〈∆∆GnR,nP

q 〉L (3.10)
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The second term is the 0-0 activation free energy barrier
∆GL0,0

q , and the third term is the activation energy free
contribution from excited proton states, arising from the
temperature dependence ofFL(T).

The effective activation energy for EDi PT has a somewhat
analogous decomposition (cf. eq 2.27)

in which EAQ,EDi is due to the impact of the thermal excitation
of Q on the overlap of proton reactant and product wave
functions, whileEAV, which has no direct analogue in the EAd
picture, arises from theQ dependence of the electronic coupling
prefactor in eq 3.2:

The third term in eq 3.12 is the solvent free energy barrier
contribution∆G̃0,0

q from the 0-0 transition, while the fourth
term gives the corresponding contribution involving excited
proton states, arising from the temperature dependence ofF̃L(T)
(see the developments around eq 2.24).

Tables 2 and 3 display the calculatedEALs from eqs 3.10
and 3.12 for the symmetric (i) and asymmetric (ii) systems,
respectively. Included in each table are the individual contribu-
tions from each component; the ordering is as in eqs 3.10 and
3.12, except that there is no analogue for EAd PT of electronic
coupling termEAV. Notice that theEAL values in Tables 2 and
3 obtained from our analytical treatment are close to those in
Table 1, obtained numerically, supporting the validity of the
analysis. We now analyzeEAL in more detail, postponing most
discussion of the isotopic differences until section 3c.2.

In both perspectives and for each system, a dominant
contribution toEAL comes from the effective activation energy
EAQ. The EAQ term for both EAd and EDi PT primarily
corresponds to theT dependence of theKs in eqs 3.7 and 3.8.
In particular, the connection of theKs to thermal averaged
nonadiabatic coupling elements (eqs 3.7 and 3.8) depictsEAQ

as a thermal activation energy contribution due to the coupling
between proton wave function overlap and thermal excitation
of the H-bond mode. Furthermore,EAQ is system-independent
(i.e., the same for i and ii), reflecting theK factors’ lack of
dependence on reaction asymmetry and reorganization energy,
i.e., only dependent on the H-bond mode characteristics. The
electronic coupling contributionEAV adds to theT dependence
of KL,EDi, but the amount is minimal due to the relatively weak
Q dependence of the electronic coupling, related to the slowQ
variation of the overlap of slowly decaying R and P electronic
wave functions; accordingly,EAV is ignored in our further
discussions. Finally,EAQ for the H isotope is∼1 kcal/mol
smaller in the EAd description than in EDi, but there is almost
no difference for the D isotope; this will play a role in our
section 3c.2 discussion.

The 0-0 reaction free energy barrier∆GL0,0
q also signifi-

cantly contributes toEAL, and here the reorganization energy
and reaction asymmetry are critical components (cf. eqs 2.2 and
3.3). These isotope-independent factors dominate in each
perspective;∆GL0,0

q is, however, slightly isotope-dependent in
EAd PT, due to a small contribution by the isotope-dependent
ERL (see eq 3.4). The factor of 5 decrease in∆GL0,0

q going

from i to ii reflects a decrease in reorganization energy (both
ES andλ) and an increase in reaction asymmetry. The fact that
for each system∆GL0,0

q is similar in magnitude for both
perspectives (differences of 0.5 kcal/mol or less) reflects the
comparable magnitudes of reorganization energy for EDi and
EAd PT, such that∆GL0,0

q is not a source of any significant
difference between the EAd and EDi descriptions.

In each description, the additional excitation free energy due
to transitions other than the 0-0 transition 〈∆∆GnR,nP

q 〉 is
relatively small for the H isotope, predominantly due to the
dominant though not always exclusive contribution of the 0-0
transition; i.e.,FL is near 1. The contribution for the D isotope
is however nonnegligible in the EAd description, while it
remains small in the EDi characterization. This will be important
in section 3c.2. Finally, as discussed in section 3b,FL (andF̃L)
will increase with increasing reaction asymmetry, an effect
visible in the increased〈∆∆GnR,nP

q 〉 contribution going from i to
ii, but not changing the patterns for H and D just described.

3c.2. Effective Activation Energy Isotope Dependence.We
now compare in the two perspectives theEAL isotopic difference
EAD - EAH governing the temperature dependence of the kinetic
isotope effectkH/kD. From Table 1, this difference is twice as
large, and∼3.5 kcal/mol larger, for the EAd treatment than
that for EDi, for each of the model systems. This∼3.5
kcal/mol excess for EAd PT can be further broken down via
Tables 2 and 3:∼1 kcal/mol inEAQ,D - EAQ,H, ∼0.5 kcal/mol
in ∆GD0,0

q - ∆GH0,0
q , and ∼2 kcal/mol in 〈∆∆GnR,nP

q 〉D -
〈∆∆GnR,nP

q 〉H. As mentioned above, the∆GD0,0
q - ∆GH0,0

q

contribution, only present for EAd PT, comes from an isotope-
dependent free energy relationship eq 3.3, via the dependence
onERL ∝ mL, so thatERD ∼ 2ERH. This contribution is, however,
small becauseERL is smaller than the reorganization energyES

in eq 3.3. The more significantly contributing isotopic differ-
ences of〈∆∆GnR,nP

q 〉L andEAQ are now discussed.
The next important ingredient inEAD - EAH is the contribu-

tion from excited proton states〈∆∆GnR,nP

q 〉L, which is the key
ingredient in theT dependence ofFL and F̃L

(Note thatFL in eq 3.14 generally applies to bothFL and F̃L,
which will also apply in the following discussion.) We have
already seen in section 3b thatFL increases with reaction
asymmetry because the increased “nonadiabatic coupling”
(proton wave function overlap) that accompanies excited proton
and H-bond vibrational states increases with reaction asymmetry.
Increasing the temperature also increases the thermal population

EAQ,EAd ) ERL[coth2(âopωQ/2) - 1] (3.11)

EAL,EDi ) EAQ,EDi + EAV + ∆G̃0,0
q + 〈∆∆G̃nR,nP

q 〉L (3.12)

EAQ,EDi )
aL

2mQωQ
2Xeq

2

2(aL + bo)
2

; EAV )
mQωQ

22Re(Re + XeqaL)

(aL + bo)
2

(3.13)

TABLE 2: Effective Activation Energy Components for
System i (Energies in kcal/mol)

EAL EAQ EAV ∆GL0,0
q 〈∆∆GnR,nP

q 〉L FL

EAd PT H 9.9 4.38 NA 5.31 0.22 1.04
EAd PT D 17.4 8.76 NA 5.87 2.83 2.07
EDi PT H 11.6 5.52 0.39 5.60 0.06 1.01
EDi PT D 15.4 8.67 0.43 5.60 0.66 1.21

TABLE 3: Effective Activation Energy Components for
System ii (Energies in kcal/mol)

EAL EAQ EAV ∆GL0,0
q 〈∆∆GnR,nP

q 〉L FL

EAd PT H 5.9 4.38 NA 1.06 0.48 1.15
EAd PT D 13.5 8.76 NA 1.59 3.18 3.15
EDi PT H 7.1 5.52 0.39 1.08 0.12 1.03
EDi PT D 11.1 8.67 0.43 1.08 0.86 1.44

FL(T) ) FL(To) exp[-〈∆∆GnR,nP

q 〉L( 1
RT

- 1
RTo

)] (3.14)
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of proton/deuteron excited states, and this increase is larger for
the heavier isotope D; thermal excitation is more facile for D
compared to H sincepωH > pωD. This increased D excitation
effect has more impact for EAd than for EDi, primarily due to
a smallerpωD value for EAd than for EDi PT.

The differenceEAQ,D - EAQ,H, is the largest contribution for
EAD - EAH for both perspectives, and because it is determined
by the H-bond mode properties, we now elaborate on the origin
of this difference. As mentioned above,EAQ is predominantly
due to the temperature dependence of theQ thermal excitation
effects contained in the nonadiabatic coupling elementsKs eqs
3.7 and 3.8. TheT dependence of theKs can be viewed in terms
of effective activation energies, i.e.

where the effective activation energiesEAQ,Ls are given by eqs
3.11 and 3.13. (Here the contribution of the electronic coupling
variation withQ to KL,EDi has been ignored.) Before proceeding,
it will be useful to write out theEAQ,Ls using eqs 3.7, 3.8, and
3.15. Furthermore, to compare theEAQ,Ls and their isotope
dependence using an equivalent description of the H-bond mode,
we focus on the classicalQ limit. In this limit, the adiabatic PT
activation energy contributionEAQ,EAd, is32

where the last line is written to emphasize the dependence on
REAdL ≡ RL, the coupling between proton wave function overlap
and Q (cf. eq 3.5), and the thermal classical average square
fluctuation ofQ

(We have introduced in this subsection only the notationREAdL

≡ RL in order to make clear which quantities are being compared
in the two perspectives.) For the EDi case, with the neglect of
the small electronic coupling contribution in the exponent ofK
in eq 3.7, we have

such that the corresponding activation energy defined from eq
3.15 is

This last expression is an explicit form ofEAQ,EDi in eq 3.13.
The average square fluctuations away from equilibrium〈δq2〉L

and〈δQ2〉cl in eqs 3.18 and 3.19 arise due to the connection of
aL eq 2.10 to the quantum average square fluctuation of the
proton coordinate

andb to the thermal classical average square fluctuation ofQ

(Note that from the relation betweenX andQ, X ) Q - rAHeq

- rHBeq, the thermal average square fluctuation ofQ is
equivalent to the thermal average square fluctuation ofX: 〈δX2〉
) 〈δQ2〉.) The expression for the overlap in eq 3.18 is what
one would expect for the overlap of two harmonic oscillator
(HO) wave functions, i.e., overlap of two Gaussians, with an
exponential argument that is the square of separation of the two
HO potentials divided by total average square fluctuations along
the respective overlap coordinate. Since there are two wells,
one gets quantum fluctuations from each R and P well

By comparing eqs 3.16 and 3.19, one can define an inverse
length parameterREDiL comparable toREAdL of EAd PT

For systems i and ii,REAdH ) 29 Å-1 andR EAdD ) 41 Å-1,
while eq 3.23 givesREDiH ) 29.9 Å-1 andREDiD ) 37.5 Å-1.
The numerical similarity, for individual isotopes, of theRs
numerically explains why theEAQ,Ls are of the same order of
magnitude in Tables 2 and 3. However, the isotope difference
in Rs is distinct: REAdD ) x2REAdH, while REDiD ) 1.254REDiH.
Hence, the larger isotope difference inRs for EAd PT gives
the larger differenceEAQ,D - EAQ,H. The origin of this isotope
difference inRs for EDi PT is now discussed.

The isotope dependence ofREAdL ∝ xmL for EAd PT arises
from the coupling between the proton wavefunction overlap
derived from electronically adiabatic proton potentials, and the
H-bond coordinateQ, i.e., theQ dependence ofC in eq 3.5.2

For EDi PT, this couplingREDiL is derived from an overlap
dependence onQ, derived from electronically diabatic proton
potentials, and as such depends on the average square fluctuation
of the H-bond and proton modes along the tunneling coordinate,
cf. eq 3.23. The isotope dependence ofREDiL is contained solely
in 〈δq2〉L ) 1/xmL. If 〈δQ2〉cl , 〈δq2〉L, the isotope depen-
dence of eq 3.23 will beREDi,L ∝ xmL, identical to that of the
adiabatic PT counterpartREAdL. In the opposite limit〈δQ2〉cl .
〈δq2〉L, which corresponds to an extremely classicalQ mode,
REDiL is isotope-independent resulting in an extremely small
differenceEAQ,D - EAQ,H. For systems i and ii, the two averages
〈δQ2〉cl and 〈δq2〉L are similar in magnitude, and thus the
differenceEAQ,D - EAQ,H for EDi PT is smaller than that for
EAd PT in the classicalQ mode description.33

4. Concluding Remarks

Here we have compared the proton transfer (PT) rate
constants and KIEs for electronically adiabatic (EAd) and
electronically diabatic (EDi) perspectives. The drastic difference
in the treatment of the electronic character of the PT in the two
perspectives produces significant differences in rate constants
and KIEs, with smaller rate constant magnitudes and larger KIEs
with a smaller variation with reaction asymmetry, and a smaller
activation energy differenceEAD - EAH than does the EAd PT
treatment. The basic origin of these features is that the
“nonadiabatic coupling” element which is associated with the
tunneling probability via the overlap of proton wave functions
for EDi PT is smaller and less sensitive to both H-bond motion
and proton excitation than those for EAd PT, and the contribu-
tion from excited L states is larger for EAd PT than for EDi
PT.

KL(T) ) KL(To) exp[-EAQ,L( 1
RT

- 1
RTo

)] (3.15)

EAQ,EAd ) 4
p2REAdL

2

2mQ
(RTo

pωQ
)2

) RTo2REAdL
2〈δQ2〉cl (3.16)

〈δQ2〉cl )
RTo

mQωQ
2

(3.17)

KL,EDi ∝ 〈S00〉 )

x 2〈δq2〉L

〈δQ2〉cl + 2〈δq2〉L

exp[-(1/2)
Xeq

2

〈δQ2〉cl + 2〈δq2〉L
] (3.18)

EAQ,EDi ) (1/2)RTo

〈δQ2〉cl Xeq
2

(〈δQ2〉cl + 2〈δq2〉L)2
(3.19)

aL ) mωL/p ) 1/2〈δq2〉L (3.20)

bo ) mQωQ
2/RTo ) 1/〈δQ2〉cl (3.21)

aL ) 1/(〈δq2〉L
R + 〈δq2〉L

P) (3.22)

REDiL ) (1/2)Xeq/(〈δQ2〉cl + 2〈δq2〉L) (3.23)
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We reiterate that the EDi PT perspective requires weak
electronic coupling between the proton donor and acceptor
states. In the model calculations presented within, the electronic
resonance coupling is∼-19 kcal/mol, which is the appropriate
magnitude for PT within an H-bonded complex. An EDi PT
perspective can only be physically valid with an electronic
coupling much less than 1 kcal/mol,16,17but for normal proton,
H atom, and hydride transfers, the electronic coupling is
expected to be far larger than such small values.8,11,16,17,18,34
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